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From the Front Seat
 By RSR President Peter Grant

And so it continues…the pandemic that 
is. We remain in the midst of events 
so unprecedented that it truly boggles 
the mind. I suspect we are all tired of 
it. We’re tired of having to stay home, 
of having to wear a mask when inside 
public places, tired of having to sanitize 
our hands constantly. Tough, tough 

times…but a lot tougher for those who have contracted the 
virus. So take some deep breaths, exhale completely, and 
relax. Stay safe, and stay well. I hope we are all doing what 
we must to stay and remain safe. Enough of that stuff!
 Let’s talk about cars…my cars if you don’t mind. Our 
illustrious former (immediate past) president has said more 
than once that I change my cars about as often as I change 
my clothes. While that may be a bit of an exaggeration, I do 
have a tendency to change cars often. Please understand that 
I do have my excuses.
 For starters, I do not have enough resources to have 
a pole barn full of all my favorite cars, so I must own them 
in serial fashion. I must admit, it’s fun to think of what I’d 
have in my pole barn collection if I had the resources to 
build a collection. Certainly nothing like Jerry Seinfeld. He’s 
a great collector, but I think he’s a bit too narrowly focused…
albeit for our favorite marque. Jay Leno’s collection is 
incredibly eclectic and significant, but even in my wildest 
imaginings I couldn’t come close to his resources. No, my 
fantasy “collection” would include things like a TR3, an MGA 
and maybe an MGTC. An original Jag XKE would be nice, 
along with an early Lotus Elan. So much for the Brits. From 
Germany, I’d love a BMW 2002, an E30 M3, and maybe a 
635i. My favorite Mercedes has always been the 123 chassis 
Coupe, the 280CE. And, of course, I’ve gotta have a 356 
Porsche, as well as a quality example of a 993. Maybe a 996 
Turbo just for some inexpensive and fast fun. And if we start 
looking at the Italians…but I digress.
 There is a second reason I change cars so often. My 
wife, as some of you know, is an estate liquidator, and 
while I constantly hope for the proverbial Porsche barn find 
(which actually did happen a couple of years ago), sure as 
heck as soon as I get settled into a car, she comes up with 
something really interesting in one of her sales. My current 
dilemma is a perfect example. My current ride…a 2016 Ford 
Escape with 6,000 miles…came from one of Melanie’s sales 
just a couple of months ago. It’s a four-year-old brand-new 
car. And it’s great. I’ve always liked the Ford “interface”. 
It’s intuitive, easy to use, and is very savvy when it comes 
to verbal communication. Roomy and quiet, it’s surprisingly 

quick considering there’s a minimum 1.6L little turbo 4 
beating under the hood. And it’s four-wheel drive. I really like 
it. So I’m settling in and getting used to my “non-Teutonic, 
made in the USA” car, thinking it’s more practical with a 
lower cost of ownership than the Audi A5 I’m giving up for 
it. The rationalization is working great until up pops a 2014 
Mercedes E350 4MATIC with 20,000 miles. It’s worth noting 
that my Audi A5 was white with dark brown leather (loved 
it…but only four seats and acrobatics required to access the 
back two)? This Mercedes is white. With dark brown leather. 
(Is this serendipity working or what?) And it has two more 
doors than the Audi and seating for three in the back, which 
is both roomy and easy to get into. Come on! This is not fair.
 So we’ll see how things go, but likely I’ll be marketing a 
really nice very low miles Ford Escape in the not-to-distant 
future, and get back my “I love German cars” smile for my 
daily driver. And I’ll bite the bullet on the cost of ownership 
thing and grumble at the unrealistic difference between the 
costs of regular and premium fuel. Most of all, I’ll love every 
minute of it.

Wonder what she’ll come up with next?   

And that’s the view From the Front Seat  
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EXPERT PORSCHE SERVICE • DEDICATED PORSCHE TECHNICIANS

MORE THAN 120 YEARS COMBINED PORSCHE EXPERIENCE

SERVING RALLY SPORT REGION FROM THE VERY BEGINNING

669 State Circle, Ann Arbor, MI 48108  734-761-1088 
www.arbormotion.com/rennstatt

Rennstatt Racing is the performance division of ArborMotion.

Briarwood Mall

S
tate S

treet669 State Circle

AMIDST THE STAY AT HOME ORDERS, RENNSTATT IS OPEN 
TO SERVE YOU AND THERE IS NO BETTER TIME TO 
GET YOUR CAR READY FOR THE DRIVING SEASON. 

YOUR PORSCHE CAN BE PROPERLY SERVICED 
WITHOUT EVEN ENTERING OUR SHOP! CALL US TODAY 

AT 734-761-1088 FOR DETAILS!
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RSR Calendar of Events

June 1 (Mon.) 7:00 PM:  RSR Club Meeting --  Meeting on 
Zoom

June 13-14 (Sat.-Sun.): Drivers’ Education Event at Grattan 
Raceway (sorry, solo drivers only)

July 13 (Mon.) 7:00 PM:  RSR Club Meetingt -- TBD

July 7 (Tues.): Drivers’ Education Event at Waterford Hills 
(Event & participants subject to Governor’s Pandemic 
Directives)

August 3 (Mon.) 7:00 PM:  RSR Club Meetingt -- TBD

August 21-22 (Fri.-Sat.): Drivers’ Education Event at Wa-
terford Hills (Event & participants subject to Governor’s 
Pandemic Directives)

September 14 (Mon.) 7:00 PM:  RSR Club Meetingt -- TBD

September 15 (Tues.): Drivers’ Education Event at Water-
ford Hills (Event & participants subject to Governor’s 
Pandemic Directives)

July 10 (Fri.) Rolling Sculpture in Ann Arbor -- very “iffy” July 31 - August 2 (Fri. - Sun.): Porsches on the Mac II - 
Beauty and the Bridge (see ad below with more details 
to follow)

Other Events of Interest

As a result of the Michigan State Governor’s Executive Directives regarding the coronavirus 
pandemic all Rally Sport Region events are canceled until further notice.   Events shown here 
are only to facilitate members’ calendars of what might be available if conditions change. 
Watch for Rally Sport updates in your email.
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W.10 Mile Rd. Grand River Ave.

H
aggerty

Rd.

Grand River Ave.

W. 11 Mile Rd

H
alsted

Rd.

275 5

24750 North Industrial,
Farmington Hills, MI 48335

P (248) 473.8100 • F (248) 473.0800
Hours: Mon.-Fri., 7:30 am – 6:00 pm

www.automarkcollision.com

AutoMark specializes in body work for virtually every brand of sports car. 

Whether your Porsche needs collision work, paint repairs or any other 

cosmetic changes, AutoMark is there to accommodate you. 

Our technicians are the best in the industry – providing timely 

turnaround, guaranteed workmanship and exceptional customer care.

When your Porsche’s appearance isn’t meeting expectations,

bring it to our state-of-the-art facilities for the quality care your car deserves –

and you expect. Don’t forget to stop by and check out our new,

cutting-edge, Celette Frame Machine, which will return 

your vehicle to factory specifications.

A Performance Sports Car
Deserves a Performance

Collision Center.

A Performance Sports Car
Deserves a Performance

Collision Center.

That’s Why There’s
AutoMark.
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Current Membership 532*

Member Anniversaries

Membership

Welcome New Member

Dawn White & Jay Fash .................44
Gene & Susie Goodson ..................40
Dan & Mary Ann Kantrow .............33
Andy & Jill Bacon ...........................26
James & Cathy Schorr ....................22
William & Katrina Guttrich ............21
Michael & Marcea Metzler ............16
Ulf Maier .......................................14
Michael & Brenda Sue Pillay ..........14
Rick & Lynda Mammel ...................13
George & Linda Boreczky ..............11
Ron & Lauren Silva .........................11

Trent Warnke & Lesley Hettinger ...11
Danny & Michelle Young ...............11
Kevin & Valerie Kral .......................10
Dan & Christopher Vargovick...........8
Cornelia Beck-Harmel & 
     Gerd Harmel................................7
Richard & Corbin Dickerson .............7
Craig & Carol Sable ..........................7
Todd Goldberg .................................6
Brad & Chad Miller ..........................6
Amy Skogstrom ................................5
Andrew Morrill & Marie Knoerl .......4

Ian Scott ...........................................4
Martin Duffy ....................................3
Tomas & Maribel Fernandez ............3
Gerald & Christine Marek ................3
Jeffrey Thomas ................................3
Robert & Brenda Walker..................3
Karl Couyoumjian ............................2
Mark Dorogi ....................................2
William Lynch ..................................2
Daniel Wortman ..............................2
Alex Chebl & Rita Coram .................1

Tony McNeal
Howell, MI
2014 Black 911 Carrera S

* Includes 324 Primary Members

Membership Information: Those interested in joining Porsche Club of America (PCA) can fill out the application form located in the forms 
section of our website -- http://rsp.pca.org.  Cost is $46 US per year. You will receive a subscription to both Panorama, the official PCA 
magazine, and the The Bahn Stormer, the Rally Sport Region newsletter. 
Send the application and a check (or Visa/MC), payable to Porsche Club of America, to the membership chairperson, Glenn Trapp (1834 
Woodcreek, Brighton, MI 48114), for processing.  If you have questions or need additional information please contact  Glenn (810-227-
7854 or gtrapper@gmail.com). 

Subscription to The Bahn Stormer is free to RSR* members.  Non-members pay an annual fee of $18 US.

Address Changes: If  you  change your address, please forward your new address to Porsche Club of America’s Executive Director: 
Vu Nguyen, PO Box 6400, Columbia, MD 21046 and to RSR* Membership Chairperson, Glenn Trapp, at gtrapper@gmail.com. This will 
ensure the timely delivery of both the Panorama and The Bahn Stormer.

*  Please take note:  Rally Sport Region’s official acronym from PCA national is RSP. Please make special note of this when dealing with PCA 
national.

The Rally Sport Region - Porsche Club of America
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PCA members make a difference in their community!
Porsche Club of America Regions create fantastic opportunities to give back and support many 
different aspects of their communities.

Every year across Porsche Club of America, members are making a difference with many amazing, 
heartwarming, and thoughtful acts of kindness. PCA is continually collecting stories of member's 
community contributions, and publishing articles for all to read in an effort to highlight what our 
club is doing and inspire other regions to help in their own way.

READ ALL OF THE HEART-WARMING MEMBER STORIES:  https://www.pca.org/members-making-difference
OR SUBMIT YOUR REGION’S CONTRIBUTION:  https://www.pca.org/contact-members-making-difference

Every year across Porsche Club of America, members are making a difference with many amazing, 
heartwarming, and thoughtful acts of kindness. PCA is continually collecting stories of member's 
community contributions, and publishing articles for all to read in an effort to highlight what our 
club is doing and inspire other regions to help in their own way.

https://www.pca.org/members-making-difference
https://www.pca.org/contact-members-making-difference
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Rick’s Picks Returns
By Past President Rick Mammel

(Editor’s Note:  Unfortunately the links in this article only 
work for the online edition of this newsletter. Still, the eclectic 
taste of Mr. Mammel results in some great mechanical and 
historical videos.)

Like to browse car collections?

Try to watch this one on the TV. How someone acquires this 
large of a collection is very hard to comprehend. Check back 
to see if Ammo NYC goes back in to cover some of the other 
buildings mentioned. $1,000,000 Barn Find: First Wash in 32 
Years! Bizzarrini P538:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uORnVGiXSKI

300 CAR BARN FIND: PRIVATE TOUR Ferrari, Lamborghini, 
Mercedes, Corvette, Mustang, Porsche
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Y_Wc_
m06pG8&t=54s

Car Kin Beau Boeckmann’s Amazing Car Collection:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eDS1EmCiXK
w&feature=youtu.be&utm_source=Master+Opt-
in&utm_campaign=46db39bd27-EMAIL_
CAMPAIGN_2020_04_09_04_29_COPY_01&utm_
medium=email&utm_term=0_b7d474b575-46db39bd27-
63086005&goal=0_b7d474b575-46db39bd27-
63086005&mc_cid=46db39bd27&mc_eid=0e65187339

Interested in the engineering of things?  

Tyrrell’s Classic Workshop. Iain Tyrrell’s videos delve into 
the internals of some exotic machinery. He has a traditional 
British understated delivery. The link below is for his channel 
but surf around a bit. The Lamborghini Miura is especially 
good.
https://www.youtube.com/channel/
UC2pQT90JBqbMHSVLtbJBvyw

Harry’s Garage.  That is Harry Metcalfe, EVO Magazine 
founder, contributing author, and certified car enthusiast. 
The link is also to his page. If you are watching this after 
Tyrrell’s Classic Workshop you will recognize Harry from the 
Espada series with Tyrrell rebuilding his motor.
https://www.youtube.com/channel/
UCIB5XXHNAWWzTOw6guIMYCg
 

The assembly of Bentley W12 engines.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=s4sEzlbeVMw

Allen Millyard is a gearhead’s gearhead. He creates 
remarkable engines by re-purposing components from 
lessor assemblies. The attached links are some of my 
favorites of his creative builds. This is another website 
where you need to click on included links to get to some 
some great stuff. Allen’s passion for taking small multiple 
cylinder engine and making it a bigger multiple cylinder 
engine is mesmerizing. 

The “Flying Millyard” 5 Litre V Twin first test run
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ND4EA0dnAM8

THE Flying Millyard
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=X1mnoVN7VDk

Something along the documentary line?  

These two Warbird videos outline the efforts that 
enthusiasts go through to rescue some great war plane lost 
to time. Lastly, can’t go to far away from engine videos:

B29 Frozen in Time, Kee Bird:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2g3ZU0ZEVRk

Engines for Superbombers: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_t3akMEm9bI

Missing track days? 

Here is something to keep you anxious. 1985 March-Buick 
IMSA GTP In-Car Video at Monteray
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1lh8Vgb5kbY

Finally:

If you are into feats or engineering with troubling failure 
consequences watch this track switching sytem in Osaka, 
Japan:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wsrlw2cm-jc
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Dealer Bulletin: Carrera 6 Seating Height Adjustment dated April 5th, 1967

This service bulletin is about getting the 
seating height adjusted properly for the 906 
(Carrera 6) race car. Not for driver’s comfort, 
mind you, but to satisfy the FIA Homologation 
rules. It reads, in part “The seating level in the 
Carrera 6 must be at least 85 cm according to 
FIA-Regulations, measured vertically between 
the seating mould and the roof. Through 
tolerances in production, the seating level in 
several vehicles may be below the required 
dimension of 85 cm.” 

   It then asks the owners if they would check 
the seating level of their car and “rectify an 
eventual deviation through impressing the 
seating mould.”
   There were then some cursory instructions 
about how to accomplish this feat but in 
reading between the lines you can tell 
Porsche knew that owners would find a 
discrepancy since they used the words 
“eventual deviation”. This action was 
obviously forced upon them by the FIA, so 
without admitting any guilt they needed to 
“rectify” the situation in order for the car to 
be race-eligible, and they did so through this 
bulletin. I am sure that almost none of the 
private owners bothered to do this, but if it 
made all the factory cars eligible for Le Mans, 
Daytona, Spa et al then I say well done.

Porsche Factory Service Bulletins
By member and Rennstatt owner Sebastian Gaeta

(Editor’s Note:  Beginning last month Sebastian Gaeta 
“knower of all things Porsche historic” offered glimpses 
from past Porsche Service Bullitens he had saved from the 
trash. This is another installment of interesting details/
trivia from the engineers at Porsche.  As Sebastian wrote 

last month, “Little did the Porsche engineers and market-
ers know that 40-50 years later people would argue with 
each other on well manicured Concours lawns about what 
was “correct” or “original” and that they were providing 
the answers all along in their regular communications.”
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Parts Department Bulletin: Four Speed to Five Speed Type 
901 Transmission Upgrade dated August 1968

 This one was very surprising to me when I first read it. In 
1968 Porsche found it necessary to offer up a list of parts to 
upgrade your 912’s 4-speed transmission (or the rare 911 
owner unlucky enough to have a 4-speed 911) to 5-speeds. 
What surprised me is that in all my years of reading up 
on Porsche history via books and old Panorama’s I do not 
recall anyone writing about undertaking this project. I did 
read lots of complaining and wishing for a 5th gear, but 
nothing about anyone ever doing it. I also could not find a 
corresponding service department bulletin announcing the 
upgrade which leads me to believe that it was not a popular 
upgrade relative to how many 4-speed cars were produced.

Product Information Circular dated October10th 1973.

Starting with the 1974 model year 911 Porsche was 
required by US government standards to equip cars 
with a safety interlock. The 1974 model year cars had 
only been out just over two months when this was 
written, proving what a problematic system it was. It did 
not take years and tens of thousands of deliveries for 
the gremlins to appear in the system, just nine weeks 
with  deliveries in the hundreds. 
 The bulletin instructed dealerships to remind 
customers complaining about starting issues to take 
the proper steps in sequence to start the car: a. Occupy 
seat. b. Fasten seat belt c. Turn ignition key and start 
engine. If that did not work then there were five 
different operations to attempt before bringing the 
car in for service with #5 being -- I kid you not -- push 
starting the car! If that was unsuccessful,  it stated 
that “Further attempts to start the engine are not 
recommended. A complete check-out of the electrical 
wiring is necessary.” Imagine picking up your brand new 
992 within the last two months and being asked to try 
to push start it before coming into the shop! This one 
reason I love these old bulletins; we’ve got it pretty 
good these days. 
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Phoebe’s Garage is busy now that warmer weather has arrived and like her dad she 
knows that a Porsche well maintained is a Porsche well loved.

Photos by, and permission from Phoebe’s parents and club members Phil & Nichole Mather



Porsche of Ann Arbor
2575 S. State St. 
PorscheAnnArbor.com

Soul, electrified.
The new Taycan Turbo. 
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The 944 Chronicles
 By member Skip Kuhn (see other articles by Skip at http://exclusive.multibriefs.com/author/skip-kuhn)

Going Fast in a Straight Line in a 924S (Part 1)

I want to go straight line fast in my free 924S.  Some would 
smile and say buy a 951 turbo car but I want to pick up 
the torch on the original factory 924 speed record car that 
never ran.  But first, I want to run the car in a production 
class at Bonneville which requires production sheet metal 
and exterior trim sans wipers and mirrors.  My research in-
dicates the stock 924S has better straight-line aerodynam-
ics than either a 944, a 944 turbo, or an early non-turbo 
924 for that matter. The 924S has a smaller frontal area 
and a better or at least equivalent drag coefficient (Cd in 
engineering speak) due to its slimmer hips and added rear 
deck spoiler, a feature that the earlier non turbo 924 did 
not have.   The other distinct advantages of using my free 
924S as opposed to say an early 924 turbo car which has 
equivalent aerodynamics, are a) the interchangeability of 
chassis and powertrain parts with either a 944 or 951, and 
b) it was free.  Never forget free.  And to all my friends who 
keep inquiring as to how my new free Porsche is running, it 
is not.  That is why it was free.  It’s primary job at the mo-
ment is to keep my son’s twin turbo Dodge Stealth “project 
car” company while I work on other projects.  
 In contemporary terms the 924S was neither quick nor 
fast so getting one up to speed at Bonneville will be, shall 
we say, a challenge.  The Excellence website (excellence-
mag.com) lists the top speed of a 924S at 134 mph.  Con-
temporaneous road testing of US spec 924S’s by Car and 
Driver and Road and Track reported top speeds in the 
range of 132 to 136 mph which when using the stock gear-
ing ratios from Clark’s Garage (an excellent 944 resource) 
equates to engine speeds of around 5200 -5400 rpm.  That 
sounds about right since the peak power rating back in the 
day for a stock 2.5L engine in the 924S and 944s was about 
5500 rpm.  Real world experience with my 944 indicates 
anything past 5500 rpm, or even 5000 rpm for that matter, 
is just making extra noise.  This means the top speed of the 
924S is not only horsepower limited but it is also 1000 rpm 
shy of the engines 6500 rpm redline. 
 Setting horsepower aside, how fast will my free 924S 
go if I can get the engine up to its 6500 rpm in 5th gear.  
The answer is 165 mph using the stock P195/65 R15 tire 
size and factory stock transmission gear ratios.   That is the 
mechanically limited (by engine rpm) design top speed of 
a Porsche 924S operating in a perfect world of no aerody-
namic drag or rolling friction.  This is consistent with the 

Porsche N-spec tire for the 924S and 944 having a W speed 
rating at 168 mph.  No one ever said it would go that fast 
but with enough horsepower it could go that fast.  Back to 
the Excellence website where the 944 Turbo S is rated at 
250 HP at 6000 rpm with a factory claimed top speed of 
162 mph.  A little bit of mathematical extrapolation with 
the old HP11C and I now know I am looking for at least 265 
HP from my non-running 150 HP engine to hit 165 mph.  
Short of an LS V8 engine swap (which is not happening) 
it appears forced induction is the most probable path to 
make 4 cylinders do the job.
 Now 165 mph, while pretty darn fast, will not get me 
into the 200-mph club at Bonneville, which in fact is my 
ultimate goal.  To do that I am going to need at least 500 
+ horsepower and some “tall gearing” to go along with it.  
So how do you increase the maximum gear limited speed 
of a 924S?  One way is to do what the V8 conversion guys 
do.  You use a turbo 951 transmission with the longer 3.375 
final drive ratio and swap in the 0.730 5th gear ratio from 
a normally aspirated 944 transmission.  This combination 
gives you a theoretical top speed of about 190 mph with a 
6500-rpm engine redline using all Porsche parts.  The same 
could be done by swapping a turbo ring and pinion into 
an NA box but frankly the 5th gear swap sound easier and 
the turbo transmission is the correct choice to use with a 
boosted engine.  But 190 mph is not 200 mph. Fortunate-
ly, after wasting/spending enough time on the internet, 
I found what I was looking for.  A company named Retro 
Sport (retro-sport.com) makes custom transmission gear 
sets for “classic” Porsche transmissions including the Audi 
016 box used in the later 924 turbos, the 944, and the 951.  
They offer what they say is an OEM 0.600 fifth gear ratio 
for the Audi 016 transmission which in theory, using their 
website gear calculator, would get the car to over 200 mph 
without spinning the engine past 6500 rpm.  Of course, 
being labeled a “Porsche OEM” part, they also want over 
$700 for just that one gearset even though it’s really an 
Audi part.  Speed costs money, right?  
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Be entertained and informed: subscribe to PCAHQ on YouTube
From “The White Collection” to “Intermediate shaft and IMS bearing explained,” there’s no shortage of 
content on the PCAHQ YouTube Channel. Sit back and watch cinematic mini-documentaries, track tests, 
tech, or DIY videos — there are nearly 300 to choose from!

BE SURE TO SUBSCRIBE TO OUR CHANNEL TODAY  @PCAHQ or YouTube.com/user/PCAHQ
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Vintage Munk’s
Service & Restoration

Since 1969

3088 Huron St. (M-59)
Waterford, Michigan
service@munks.com
248-335-5424
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Ramblings From a Life With Cars
By Regular Contributor and SEM-PCA Member Tom Fielitz 

Driving A Slow Car Fast
 
Sometimes I feel sorry for the new guys and their really hot 
new Porsches.   Porsche cars have become faster and faster, 
even to the most basic Boxster.  Have Porsches become too 
fast to enjoy on normal roads?  That cycle of reasonably 
powered Porsches is about to start over with maybe  the 
new baby Boxster or base level Macan.  Maybe Porsche has 
realized the fun of driving a slow car fast?
 Some of us can think back to those days of owning a 
356.   It was a blast to flog around a nimble car with only 75 
horsepower.  If you had a Super 90 you thought you were 
in a perpetual “LeMans” movie.   It was actually possible 
to red line every gear and still not attract much attention.  
Little old ladies drag raced away from stop lights with me in 
their Chevy Novas without even realizing they were racing.  
Given the choice of driving my 1964 356SC or my 1972 911E 
it often came back to the 356 for the sheer fun of it. 
 So have we lost our way with the spirit of sports car driv-
ing?  Has it gone the way with the rest of our society that 
wants everything faster, more slickly packaged and more 
technically advanced?  Is it all about how to get to our des-
tination faster or does style and sensation still have a role to 
play?
 There is still a passion out there for Porsche guys to own 
slow cars.  Mike O’Rear is passionate about his acquisition 
of a 356.  Ernesto Roedenbeck is passionate about his 1968 
911.   They both also own very fast newer model Porsches 
but they have a special association with their older and 
slower models too.
 One thing you feel right away when you drive an older 
model Porsche is that there seem to be more sensations 
streaming back to your consciousness when you drive the 
older car.  The connection to the car seems rawer and more 
real in the early pre computer cars.  There are no power 
assists and no computer interfaces between you and the 
road.  Even the sounds and smells seem more intense and 
savory.  The feeling of participation in the driving experience 
has more tactile feedback.  You are more aware of your sur-
roundings and the interplay of the car with the road.  You 
are much less likely to turn on the radio or to take that cell 
phone call.  Instead of looking forward to the end of the trip 
you revel in the adventure of the drive.  You take the more 
scenic and often slower route because it means more time 
enjoying the car.   The flip side is that you only take the car 

out on special occasions as driving in traffic seems to de-
mean the value of the car. 
 On the other hand the newer cars do everything better 
than the old models. It is most evident on a race track in a 
drivers’ school event.  The average driver can perform high 
speed driving with an amazing amount of combined driv-
ing skill and computer aids.  I would even say that I would 
not like to drive at such a high limit of control without the 
advancements of the modern Porsche.  I still would not ad-
vocate driving the modern Porsche on public roads at the 
high speeds it is capable of, as it is too risky and the conse-
quences of making a mistake are too high.  Even if your driv-
ing skills are sufficient it is unlikely that your driving public 
has the skills or machine to match you.  If nothing else I 
convince myself that driving slower gives me more time to 
savor the experience.   There is no denying that the modern 
Porsche lets us enjoy our cars’ reliability and luxury features 
compared to our older models. 
 There is certainly a place for all sports car owners, 
whether new car or old.  I certainly don’t want the market 
for new sports cars to disappear.  But at the same time I give 
homage to those sports car owners who choose to save and 
perpetuate the old sports car experience.  Driving a slow car 
fast can be a rewarding experience.
 
Tom Fielitz
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Members & Visitor Present: Dru Huber, Glenn Trapp, Sue Sa-
rin, Dennis Huibregtse, Vigen Darian, Lynda Wolf, Wally Haley, 
Eric Gedeon, Phil Mather, Tim Pott, Joe Conen, Conrad Zum-
hagen, Shawn Prerel, Doug Finn, Eli Swetland, Dan Kantrow 
and Walter Scherer.

Call to Order:  Peter Grant called the meeting to order at 
7:08PM at Karl’s in Plymouth, MI.

President’s Report:  Kevin and Peter went to the presidents 
meeting.  More details in the new business section.

Meeting Minutes: February meeting minutes were reviewed.  
Motion: To approve meeting minutes passed.

Treasurer’s Report:  Burghard reviewed the February Finan-
cial report. Motion: To approve all reports passed.
REMINDER: The Treasurer’s Report is available to club mem-
bers. Email Burghard Linn at burghard.linn@gmail.com

Insurance Report: No report.

Advertising Report: No report.

Membership:  Glenn announced that the club membership is 
down to 325 members.  

Track Report:   Phil Mather reported that he, Christian Maloof, 
and other instructors attended the Ross Bentley DE summit 
where best practices were discussed.  Safety seminar was in-
cluded.  They are working on creating all new classroom mate-
rial for this season.  Phil is investigating a car control clinic and 
one possible venue is the M1 Concourse.

Newsletter:  No report.  Deadline is TBD

Website:  No report.

Events Committee:  Matt & Dru Huber reviewed the fol-
lowing list of events (more details in the newsletter/web-
site) ....................................................
• Mar 7 : Motawi Tile in Ann Arbor event
• Mar 21: Time with Tim – will be rescheduled or cancelled.
• April 26 : Detailing Event at Motor City Autospa.  Host:  Jon 

Heidorn
• May 2 & 3:  Grand Rapid Micro Brew Tour
• May 29-30: Grand prix at Belle Isle
• June 9-20 Detroit International Auto Show
• Jun TBD Ford Piquette Factory Tour
• July 10: Rolling Sculpture
• July TBD : Garage Tour:  Host Tim Pott
• TBD :  Soaring Event: Host David Finch

(Editor’s Note:  Subsequent to this meeting all events were 
cancelled due to the Covid-19 pandemic.  Watch for email 
“blasts” to announce events as regulations permit.)

New Business:  
President’s meeting debrief:
• Consider having a charity bucket at events.
• No drone policy all events.
• Need to submit observer reports from all events.
• Consider using wrist bands to ensure all attendees sign the       

waiver.
• Insurance waiver forms need to store for 95 months.
• National subsides went up for this year.
• Consider parade laps at our DE events for charity

Old Business:  None

Motion: To adjourn the meeting passed unanimously at 
8:13PM.  Minutes taken by Mary Ann Kantrow, Secretary.

Peter Grant:  President...........................................Present
Kevin Kral: Vice-President ......................................Present
Burghard Linn: Treasurer........................................Present 
Mary Ann Kantrow: Secretary ................................Present
Mike O’Rear: Editor .................................................Absent
Charlie Brown III ......................................................Absent

Dave Finch ..............................................................Present
Jon Heidorn .............................................................Absent
Matt Huber ............................................................Present
Jeremy Goddard ......................................................Absent
William Rogers ........................................................Absent

Porsche Club of America
Rally Sport Region -- Board/Club Meeting Minutes

Monday, March 2, 2020
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C L A S S I F I E D  A D S
CARS FOR SALE  

2016 GT4: 3.8L, 6-Sp. WP0AC2A82GK197635, 8,850 Miles. 
Track-proven & ready with 
Tarett Club Sport “A” sus-
pension, roll cage, 6-point 
harnesses, new frozen ro-
tors, Michelin Pilot Sport 4S 
tires. $85,000 Tom Krueger 
313-570-2223 (4/20)

928 GTS:  Rare late model 1994 build, in exceptional origi-
nal condition. Supple Dove 
Grey leather interior in ex-
cellent condition. 59,500 
miles. 4 speed automatic 
transmission. Service his-

tory file, 928 owners club registry listed as U.S. 008, VIN# 
WPOAA2921RS820087. A collector caliber car with PCA 
member provenance from original purchase. $65,000 
Contact: John Dorscht 586-243-2470 cell or by email jp-
dorscht@gmail.com (03/20)

1985 Porsche 911 Carrera Cabriolet: Black on Black. 82,000 
miles. All done - needs 
nothing! Engine transmis-
sion, clutch, windshield, 
seats, battery, tires, body 
and shocks. More pictures 
are available. $58,995 OBO. 

questions please contact Kevin Watson at 734-646-8045 
(03/20)

The following three cars are being offered for sale for their 
owners by RSR Member and advertiser Conrad Zumhagen. 
You can see photos & more at www.SellYourSportsCar.net. 
Contact Conrad at 734.645/5778 or email Conrad@SellY-
ourSportsCar.net for details. 

1993 Porsche 968 Cabriolet “Barn Find”, 3.0L L4 16V DOHC 
16V M44/43 Variocam 
Engine,  6 Sp. Man., VIN: 
WP0CA296XPS840217, 
63,316 Miles. Guards 
Red/Cashmere leather. 
One of 414 for N.A. 
$16,900 (09/19)

1995 Porsche 911 Carrera Coupe: 3.6L H6 FI 270 HP Engine
Six Speed Manual Trans.  
WPOAA29975S312734.
139,100 miles. Owned 
since 1997, this car is 
stock, with no modifica-
tions or changes (except 

for the modern radio). It is in excellent condition. Main-
tained by our own Tim Pott, with detailed records and 
receipts going back to 1997, and the engine completely 
rebuilt & more at 105,849 miles. The car comes with all 
books, spare, compressor, jack, tools, and extra keys. A 
clean Carfax report is available.  $44,900. (07/19) 

OTHER ITEMS

1999 Base Boxster Suspension Parts: Set of shocks, springs 
and sway bars. The suspen-
sion parts had approximate-
ly 40-45k miles on them 
when removed. They have 
been stored indoors for 
about 10 years.  Looking for 
best offer over $0.00. Con-
tact Robert Avery at raav-
ery@comcast.net (04/20)

Set of 18” Formula 43 Aluminum Center Lock Wheels: cost 
$4,500 new.  Purchased for my 2011 
GT3RS and I believe they would 
also fit a 997 Cup Car  or maybe a 
997 wide body (Turbo?).  12”x 18” 
- 46mm offset, 9”x 18” - 47mm off-
set, Excellent condition $2,250 Tom 
Krueger 313-570-2223 (5/20)

Two full sets of BMW wheels: From 2008 3 Series. One 
with old winter tires. $300/
set or $500 for both. Contact 
Vigen Darian (313-587-8637, 
text preferred) or Vbdarian@
comcast.net (5/20)
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2002 Boxster wheels: Tires have been removed. Small 
blemishes but very present-
able. F: 17x7 ET55.  R: 17X8.5 
ET48. $300 OBO contact at 
phil@philmatherracing.com 
(10/19)

997 Parts: Parts are from a 911 997 generation 2 Carrera 
4S: used K&N air 
filters, new oil 
filter with O-ring, 
used 7mm wheel 
spacers, Porsche 
shoulder har-
ness pad, Center 
muffler, Manual 

Shifter Assembly, Intake Plenum, Will sell separately. Buyer 
pays shipping or pickup from Northville MI.  $500. John Mc-
Iver; (734) 765-4585; mrjohnmciver@gmail.com (09/19)

Car Storage: heated, secured $550 up to 6 months. Call 
Clem Weierstahl 810-636-2840. (09/19) 

To place a classified ad in The Bahn Stormer, please con-
tact Mike O’Rear at  morear734@gmail.com (Put “Bahn 
Stormer Ad” in the subject line).  Non-members will be 
charged $5.00/quarter.  Ads more than six months old 
may be removed unless resubmitted.

With Ann Arbor’s Cars & Coffee shut down with 
Covid-19, host and RSR Board Member Jon Heidorn 
decided that just wasn’t acceptable.  He undertook 
to create a virtual Cars & Coffee that you won’t 
want to miss.  It is still available at https://youtu.be/
kmfV0V3itOQ
 Jon’s effort, once again, shows what a great group 
of Porsche and auto enthusiasts make up the Rally 
Sport Region -- men and women who really enjoy 
sharing their interest and joy in all things Porsche.
 Jon, and others, have also created a YouTube 
channel called “Rally Sport Region - Porsche Club 
of America” where they intend to share more video 
candy from our club. You can find it at,
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCGPXjqvKou-
jhZam6ViFInQ
 Thanks Jon!

Virtual Cars & Coffee
By Editor Mike O’Rear
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3080 Huron St. (M-59)
Waterford, Michigan
service@munks.com
248.681.8081

Michigan’s #1 Rated Bosch Service Center

We’re here for you
when you need us

in these unprecedented times

With every service, we will sanitize your car, replace your
cabin filter, and give your car’s interior an ozone treatment.
Stay safe, we will keep your car clean and return it to you 
in better condition than when you dropped it off. If you 
cannot or do not want to leave your home, pick and 
delivery are now available. Call for details.
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“From the back seat” -- oh how this is true in so may dif-
ferent ways today. This, however, does not mean that we 
all need to be relegated to it forever. I hope that everyone 
has been able to move past the initial shock of COVID-19 
and have stayed safe and healthy, but have also had the 
opportunity to capitalize on this unique moment in time 
and not just survive it. We have all been given a great op-
portunity to jump out of the “rat race” for just a minute 
and slow down, be with our families, and learn more about 
ourselves. This can come in many different forms for each 
of us, but it would be a shame if we passed up the chance 
to do this. I also hope that this time has been productive 
to finishing up all of those projects that have been on the 
back burner (and for some of us, those projects are on the 
stove that’s been disconnected and rusting behind the 
shed!) and looking forward to having open weekends once 
everything opens up to where we can continue to be pres-

ent with our families. We also hopefully have all of our cars 
in great working order and will be able to attend all of the 
drives that we have been dying to do! But enough with the 
introspection!
 I would really like to thank Jon Heidorn for putting to-
gether the amazing virtual cars and coffee! This has been 
a great way to keep us together while not being able to 
all meet up! I would also like to thank everyone who par-
ticipated in providing content for that. It really shows how 
strong of an organization we have that we can still all rally 
around even when we cannot get together. Thank you!
 Unfortunately our June meeting has been canceled due 
to another stay at home order extension. I am really miss-
ing meeting with everyone and having a couple of hours of 
automotive bliss. Hopefully we can all meet in person again 
in July. Until then, I feel like my kids, “stuck in the good ol’ 
back seat.”

From the Back Seat
 By RSR Vice-President Kevin Kral
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